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Abstract 

 In the recent years, statistical modeling applied to antennas has started to emerge as a way to better describe the 
complex radioelectric behaviour of wireless terminals in realistic use cases. In this paper, we first review these works, then 
carry out a general discussion about the pros and cons of statistical antenna modeling and ways to progress towards simpler 
while relevant models, able to be incorporated into standardized models of the radio channel. 
 

1. Introduction 

Although statistical modeling applied to antennas is not per se a very recent idea, it was not, and isn't yet, a very 
popular approach in the antenna community where the common view is: "well, an antenna is deterministic by design, it's a 
rather strange idea to put randomness in antennas". While this abrupt opinion is not entirely unjustified, there are many 
reasons to stress it is not fully satisfactory. Particularly: 

•  there is randomness in the antenna itself, either if we wish to cover the antenna design variability in a model, 
• there is randomness in the device on/in which the antenna is embedded, which obviously impacts is 
electromagnetic behavior (far field radiation as well as near field or impedance), if not taken into account from the 
beginning, 
• there is randomness in the immediate environment of the terminal, i.e. typically the objects on which or very 
close to which it is placed.  
There is particular relevance in considering statistical modeling to describe these 3 kinds of variabilities in the 

context of the radio channel modeling for wireless communications. While it is very commonplace to standardize statistical 
models for the propagation part of the channel, very little has been done yet for standardizing models for the antenna part of 
the terminals, although terminals bear a significant part of the link performance, owing to poor antenna performance and 
masking of the terminal by various objects. Since these antenna effects impact not only the electrical behavior (i.e. the 
impedance) but also the radiation, they are not identical for the various multipaths. The benefit of a global model will be to 
test the performance of a radio link in a much more realistic way than commonly done, which becomes essential for multi-
antenna terminals or devices operating over wide band or multiple bands. 

Most contents of this paper are extracted from a temporary document of the COST IC1004 European Action [2].  
 

2. Review of published works related to statistical antenna modeling 

2.1 Terminals and base stations for cellular networks/WLAN 

A general methodology to describe the stochastic character of the path loss of a radio link including propagation and 
terminals has been exposed in [4][5]. These papers assume a statistical description of the long distance and medium distance 
propagation, together with a statistical description of the terminal encompassing the design variability and the local 
perturbations. A stochastic "Effective Gain" (EG) is function of the propagation environment, of the immediate environment 
of the terminal and of the terminal itself. All of them are classified into a limited number of cases and serve as "high level" 
descriptors, indexing the statistical distribution of the EG. An application of the methodology was presented in [5] and a little 
later in [6] for a variety of wireless terminals and "disturbed" antenna patterns (by a computer casing, the head of a user, a 
full human body etc.). It was based on a statistical model of the local propagation scenario. Measured handset data in the 
presence of a phantom head can be found in [7]. In most cases, the lognormal distribution was found to be appropriate.  

Actually, the fine impact of strong electromagnetic disturbers such as the head or the hand on wireless terminals 
antennas has been investigated for long [8-10]. More recent work addresses the data mode, so common now with the 
generalized use of smartphones, and the effect of the hand on the terminal [11-13]. In [14], the authors address parameters 
such as the local propagation scenario, the terminal orientation, and the type of terminal (in particular the antenna position in 
the terminal) and their influence on global performance parameters such as the Total Radiated Power (TRP) and Total 
Radiated Sensitivity (TRS). The combination of a model for the antenna radiation and a model for the propagation 
(composite channel) has been successfully demonstrated in [15] in the case of an outdoor to in-car scenario. In a related 
context, it is generally considered that base station (BST) antennas are located in elevated positions and that the 
characteristics of these "professional" antenna are well controlled. However, this is becoming less true as BST antennas tend 
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to be much closer to the user than previously for 4G networks and placed inside the urban environment. The impact of the 
immediate environment can be very large, with a resulting statistical effect on the path loss [16-17]. 
 

2.3 Body Area Networks and UWB antennas 

Body Area Networks (BAN) antennas are one more case where the interaction between the antenna and its 
environment is very strong and highly variable, being a very good while difficult study case for statistical antenna modeling. 
BAN radio channels often distinguish between ON-ON and ON-OFF channels, depending whether both or just one of the two 
communicating devices are placed on the body, in addition to implanted devices. Most publications (and standardization, e.g. 
IEEE 802.15.6) deal with BAN channels globally, not going deeply into the combined contributions of the antenna and the 
propagation. Such a separation is more difficult than for other channels, because the propagation is obviously not free space, 
thus even in line of sight (LOS), the body influence is paramount. The distinction between near field and far field is also less 
easy, especially at low frequencies. A parametric approach and a categorization of antennas is presented in [18] in order to 
help the subsequent statistical analysis and modeling works. In [19], a statistical analysis of the variable antenna patterns is 
carried out for a walking or running person and 4 typical antenna locations on the body, showing a very significant deviation 
between the moving antenna patterns and the fixed ones. [20] presents a dynamic channel model at 2.4 GHz.   

Ultra Wide band (UWB) antennas are a significant challenge in terms of antenna behavioural modeling. Parameter 
based methods have the interest to reduce very much the amount of data to describe properly an UWB antenna including the 
radiation. This rests for instance on spherical modes and singularity expansion methods [21]. The 2nd step is to model the 
parameters statistically, in order to arrive at a global model extremely compact with respect to the large initial dataset [22]. 
This was also applied to arrays of UWB radiators [23] and more recently to the modeling of RFID antennas operating in 
backscattering [24, see also 25]. 

 

2.6 MIMO terminals 

MIMO terminals present an enhanced complexity with respect to single antenna terminals. The multiple antenna 
system (MAS) is, at a given frequency, fully described by as many radiation patterns as antenna ports, but we also need to 
know the MAS impedance matrix. Antenna elements proximity and coupling [26] induces leakage from one antenna to 
another. In [27-28], the authors did a thorough investigation in two static 8x4 MIMO scenarios with a realistic user phantom. 
The method gave statistical distributions of the MIMO eigenvalues reasonably close to the measured ones. Another work in 
the same spirit was carried out in [29] for 6 different terminals, focusing on the data mode at frequencies ~780 MHz and 2300 
MHz. Finally, in [31], the analysis bears on the impact of the local propagation scenario and the terminals variability on 
simple MIMO performance indicators. The usual way to generate stochastically MIMO channels under the Kronecker 
assumption is shown to fail, which comes from the deviation between the true distribution and the Rayleigh one. 

 

2.7 Statistical modeling towards antenna design 

Even more uncommon in the antenna world is the idea to try exploiting statistical antennas towards antenna design. 
It sounds really strange, since designing an antenna should be anything but a random process ! Indeed our scientific 
philosophy and our Cartesian principles tell us that we should derive the antenna design from the knowledge of the involved 
physical phenomena, given the antenna specifications. This is rather true, in that the antenna designer usually has the 
knowledge of a "catalog" of antennas and antenna principles, which "work" well. However, the current trend is to make 
antennas more and more complex, for which such intuition and knowledge guided design are less helpful, especially as today 
electromagnetic (EM) simulation software are universally used for antenna design. While such tools are very powerful, they 
mask the underlying physics somewhat. Furthermore, there is another trend, which is to use optimizers in order to achieve an 
unattainable performance by ordinary manual adjustments, the result sometimes being very awkward antennas. Statistical 
aided antenna design is a way to facilitate such an optimization, through the partly random exploration of the impact on 
antenna characteristics of changes in the parameters, seeing the sensitive parameters, those that improve the performance and 
those that degrade it etc. Further details can be found in [32-35]. Notably, the paper [36] also makes use of statistical concepts 
in order to better optimize antennas through EM simulation tools. 
 

3. Discussion 

The greatest challenge by far for statistical antenna modeling is the "dimensionality curse", which expresses that 
when there is a large number of stochastic variables, it is very difficult to develop statistical models. The applications 
mentioned above involve the variability of the antennas themselves, that of the immediate surroundings and that of the 
propagation channel. Obviously efforts in the reduction of the stochastic space must be done. We list a few ways to do that: 



• select a moderate set of differing terminals and "fabricate" a randomness for each of them. The difficulty is to 
ensure that the artificial randomness is not excessively flawed vs. reality, 

• the same approach for the immediate environment. For body influence, there is a lot of work done to develop a 
variety of human computer models. It is also possible to vary the electrical parameters of the biological tissues, 

• just take statistical models for the propagation channel.  

Combining antenna patterns and propagation is easy, if both models contain all frequency, directional and 
polarization dependences. Unfortunately, such heavy antenna and propagation models are not always available. A way 
forward is to combine these data approximately, e.g. as done for MEG: this parameter assumes simple models for the angular 
spectrum of the incoming power and a cross-polarization discrimination [37].  

The main goal of statistical antenna modeling is to provide a statistical distribution for the quantities of interest, 
given a statistical distribution for the input stochastic parameters. In order to construct a statistical model, we will use data, let 
it be simulated or truly experimental data. Since it is impossible to be exhaustive, this data will come from sampling the 
stochastic space. "Design of experiment" techniques help in cleverly sampling in order to reduce the amount of needed data 
for a given accuracy of the output distribution, beyond ordinary "blind" Monte-Carlo methods. Chaos polynomials [38], 
unscented transforms [39], hypercube sampling... are well known techniques to avoid brute force in space sampling. 

Another consideration is the model use. What is the good of a model that can't be used ? The very general 
recommendation is to make it simple and accompanied with stochastic genenration methods for the output variables. Very 
simple models such as the Gaussian distribution are attractive in this context, being so universally recognized and so simple 
to deal with, including correlations. Unfortunately the Gaussian model is inadequate e.g., when there are thick tails [6]. 

There is currently a global effort to develope stochastic methods in electromagnetism. See in [40-42] a few 
examples. These works can inspire us in modeling antenna problems through statistical approaches. 
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